ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

Games on Word Configurations  Jeremiah Farrell, David Wright

The misgraph for the (9,3) is P-T-S, O-U-E, R-A-M so it is type M3.

The misgraphs of the duals of the four games are:

- Dual P: AIR-SYD, DIM-FRY, SIP-YAM, MRS-PAD
- Dual M1: MET-OSA-PRU, POT-SUM-APE-ROM-TAU-ERS
- Dual M2: SAM-POE-TUM-ORS-EAU-PTS-MER-OAT-PRU
- Dual M3: MAP-OUR-SET, MOE-SUP-ART, PER-TUM-OSA

To win at the (16,4), play continues E, I, L, A, H which threatens LUTH and BOSH.

Anagrammania  Charles Suhor

1. a rag man  2. a granma  3. arm a nag  4. rang A.M.A.
5. ran a mag  6. raga man  7. ram a nag  8. a Ma rang
9. Rama gan  10. (a, an) gram  11. anAgram  12. anagrAm

Kickshaws  David Morice

A Rat in the White House  the memos anagram the scandals that plagued these presidents: WATERGATE, IRANGATE, WHITExATER

Conversation Conversion  Both lists contain acrostics for the type of program these folks host: TALKSHOWS. In the first list it's formed by the initial letter of each surname. In the second list the letters move forward one position for each name: Ted koppel, DAvid letterman, saLly jessy raphael, ...

I Am An Artist, And I Bless This In Me  This sentence is an anagram of the word ANTIDISESTABLISHMENTARIANISM.

Kilroy Was No Killjoy  The author of the second phrase was THE NEW YORK SOLDIER.

Cwm On...  The Peace Dollar (1921-1935) has the word TRVST in the motto In God We Trvst.